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SPRING IS ALWAYS A BUSY 
time of year, and 2018 is 
looking to be no different. What 

does seem to be unique for 2018 
is the amount of innovation we’re 
seeing from suppliers. 

Corona Premier marks the first 
real line extension of the Corona 
Brand in decades. Positioned as 
“The exceptional light beer”, Corona 
Premier is a sophisticated new choice 
for consumers who want refreshment 
without being weighed down. Two 
Hats from MillerCoors is another 
innovation of a lighter, more drinkable 
product. This light beer with a hint of 
natural fruit flavor is targeted directly 
at the elusive 21-24 year olds as an 
introduction to the category.

Flavored Malt Beverages (FMBs) continue to do well and attract more attention. 
John Daly’s Grip It & Sip It cocktails and Arnold Palmer Spiked are two new kids 
on the hard tea block. When you combine the rising popularity of hard teas with 
such recognizable names you have products that can drive incremental sales 
and growth.

Speaking of new kids on the block, we want to make sure we offer a warm 
welcome to new University of Arizona Head Football Coach Kevin Sumlin. 
Coors Light continues its partnership with Arizona Athletics through this season 
of Arizona Baseball, and we’re looking forward to football season under 
his leadership.

In addition to our partnership with Arizona Athletics, Finley Distributing is proud 
to be involved with the community and other local businesses. Our sponsorship 
of Tucson Speedway continues for another great season of racing, we’ve got 
the Baja Beer Festival kicking off April with the Baja Arizona Brewers, the Pima 
County Fair, and a new event in May: Sabroso Craft Beer, Taco & Music Festival. 
And, of course, all the Mexican beers in our portfolio have big plans for Cinco 
De Mayo (it’s on a Saturday this year).

As always, thank you for your partnership. We look forward to working with you 
on all of the innovations and events going on in Tucson.

Cheers,

Dennis Shields 
President
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Letter toTHE TRADE

Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy 
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

“What does seem to be unique for  
2018 is the amount of innovation  

we’re seeing from suppliers.”



DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE

Alex Marti
Draft Department Supervisor

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? 14 years as of this March.

What areas do you service (parts of town)? All areas of town including as far 
north as Mammoth all the way down to Sonoita/Nogales.

What’s your philosophy on customer service? My goal is to never leave 
an account without having resolved whatever issue they may have had. My 
philosophy is simple: Happy Customer = Happy Boss (Jesse Parker). 

What’s your favorite Finley brand to enjoy? While I enjoy a variety of beers 
that we carry, my “go-to” beer is always Coors Light.

What do you do when you’re not working? When I’m not working or doing 
special events I enjoy spending time with my family, coaching Little League 
baseball, hunting and fishing. 

Tell us a little about your family (spouse, children, grandchildren, pets, 
etc.). I have been married to my beautiful wife, Vanessa Marti, for 9 years now. 
I’m not too sure how she still puts up with me, but I’m grateful she does. We 
have two children – our daughter, Bella, who is 9, and son Alexander, he’s 5. We 
have two pit bulls – Bubba and Keystone. Keystone was a stray dog that I found 
at Finley. He also goes by the name of “Caca” if you ask my kids. 

Herman Velez
Driver

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? 8 years.

What parts of town do you service? East side.

How do you provide the best customer service?  I’m a people person and a 
really happy guy, so it’s easy – I get along with all my customers. I’m all about 
doing anything I can to help people out, especially customers. 

What’s your favorite Finley brand to enjoy? Coors Light.

What do you do when you’re not working? I hate being bored so I’m always 
busy. Besides working here at Finley I’m also a massage therapist, and I have a 
Sonoran Hot Dog cart. Like I said, I like to stay busy. 

Tell us a little about your family (spouse, children, grandchildren, pets, etc.)  
I have a 10-year old son, Adan. My daughter, Yiselle, is 5 and I have another son, 
Bernardo, who is 21. My wife, Claudia, and I have been together since 2006. We 
also have two dogs: my Rottweiler, Zoe, and Max, a black lab heeler.
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HEINEKEN’S SIGNATURE GREEN BOTTLE AND RED STAR IS PURE 
marketing iconography. This world-renowned beer was founded in 
1864 by Gerard Adriaan Heineken, and is now part of an industry-

leading, global enterprise that boasts such heavy-hitting brands as 
Heineken Light, Dos Equis, Tecate and Strongbow Hard Cider. Heineken 
USA (HUSA) is successful because of their brands’ appeal to specific 
demographics in the communities they target. From Heineken’s pure 
European pilsner, to Tecate’s full-bodied Mexican cerveza, this portfolio 
has tremendous appeal and potential. Trends show beer drinkers drifting 
away from high ABV, uber-crafty beers. Instead they are looking for value 
and quality, both of which are right in Heineken’s wheelhouse. 

With many of these brands growing by double 
digits in 2017, you would think HUSA’s strategy 
for 2018 would be to keep their marketing 
eye on the “big-picture” and continue to 
reap the benefits of their international 
reputation. However, Heady Times caught up 
with Heineken’s Regional Marketing Manager 
Michelle M. Sauer who shared that, in actuality, 
they’re doing just the opposite: they’re 
going local! 

While most international beer brands have 
a history of approaching local markets by 
integrating a certain city’s 
name, skyline or local slang into 

their marketing and point of sale, Sauer explains how 
HUSA digs deeper. “Being local isn’t just about having 
local POS or a neon that connects Heineken [to a certain 
market]. Going local is about finding opportunities to give 
back to the community where we are connecting with 
our consumers.” 

For HUSA that includes supporting local events. Heineken 
is investing in events across the country, allowing HUSA 
to, “support a local event that brings its community 
together.” 

Data shows the strategy is working. After a few years of 
weak sales, Heineken came back strong in 2017, and 
is continuing that growth in 2018. By making their focus 
hyper-local, HUSA is effectively reintroducing their products to consumers 
who want to support brands that support their community. 

An example of Heineken’s hyper-local focus is their storied support of 
local soccer clubs, ranging from MLS to Champions League and the 
International Champions Cup. Heineken’s dedication to these soccer 
clubs speaks to their ability to be an elite international brand with 
local relevance. “We’re proud to be a part of each team we support,” 
says Sauer. 

Heineken’s community engagement also includes support of local 
musicians and artists through their new Heineken Green Room music 
platform. These impressive monthly happenings, curated by the HUSA 

Heineken Goes Local 
This global brand focuses on connecting with local markets in new and innovative ways.

team at local on-premise accounts, will 
showcase “really cool up-and-coming 
musicians, providing inside access.” Who 
can you expect to see highlighted at Green 
Room events? Sauer says Heineken can’t 
release any specific 
names quite yet, 
but promises events 
that are “cool for 
Heineken drinkers 
and music lovers 
alike. We want 
everyone to be a 
part of an intimate 
experience… but 
in a trendy, hip 
Heineken way.” 

What else is in store for HUSA’s brands 
in 2018? Plenty! With more and more 
consumers looking for a refreshing beer, 
while also being health conscious, HUSA 
believes it’s a perfect time to reintroduce 
Heineken Light. This year, expect to 

see a major marketing 
focus on Heineken Light 
dubbed, “Sometimes 
Lighter is Better”. Its intent, 
Sauer says is, “To remind 
consumers how great 
Heineken Light tastes, 
and that you don’t have 
to compromise taste to 
enjoy a 99 calorie beer. It’s 
an option for consumers 
to enjoy Heineken, rather 
than a glass of wine or a 
higher caloric drink like 
a margarita.” 

Strongbow is 
positioned to make a play for 
similar consumers with their new 
Rosé cider. It’s no secret that 
all-things rosé are on fire right 
now. Sauer feels Strongbow 
Rosé fits a perfect niche and 
is “a great option to offer cider 
and wine drinkers.” This semi-
dry cider is light and fruity like 
a rosé wine, but “with a more 
refreshing taste. It’s Rosé 
all day!” 

CoverSTORY
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Regional Marketing Manager 
Michelle M. Sauer



But the secret weapon in HUSA’s arsenal 
is Tecate, with growth that has straight up 
exploded in the last few years. Consumers 
see Tecate as an affordable, great-tasting 
beer with a level of authenticity that other 
brands would kill for. Some say Tecate’s 
overtaking Pabst Blue Ribbon as the new 
“hipster” beer of choice. But Tecate and 
Tecate Light aren’t only for the tatted up 
bearded guy who rides a fixie. 

To expand Tecate’s reach, HUSA is focusing 
on two marketing platforms in 2018: 
Boxing and Food Pairing. Sauer explains, 
“Tecate has partnered with Golden Boy 
Boxing and has two lead boxers, Canelo 
and GGG, in Tecate’s corner all year long. A 
one-two punch you could say! And the food 
angle is an opportunity to showcase how 
great Tecate is during any grilling occasion. 
The guy who mans the grill this summer 
can be bold and enjoy a Tecate at the 
same time.”

Heineken USA has an aggressive game 
plan for 2018 and the company has a 
unique strategy to bring these products and 
programs to market with a distinctly local 
flair. Expect to see HUSA brands partnered 
with local organizations and community 
events, directly connecting with consumers. 
For a company with a successful, global 
presence, going local might just be their 
most innovative strategy yet.

HUSA Support for 2018
Heineken USA not only has a portfolio of the nation’s 
leading upscale imports, they also continue to create 
innovative programs to support their beers. 

Heineken has recently introduced their new 18-pack 
Cooler Pack – this is the value pack consumers have 
been clamoring for.

Tecate is the Official 
Beer of Boxing and soon 
consumers can claim their 
corner with a chance to win 
a premium, at-home viewing 
system to watch the Canelo V. 
Golovkin fight.

With all things rosé tearing it up at 
retail, Strongbow Rosé Hard Cider is 
positioned to be a knockout hit!

Dos Equis marketing for 2018 will 
pivot away from the Most Interesting 
Man in the World and instead remind 
consumers why Dos Equis is the Most 
Interesting BEER in the World!

CoverSTORY
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Huss Brewing

HUSS BREWING IS ARIZONA’S THIRD LARGEST BREWERY, BEHIND 
only Four Peaks Brewing Co. and SanTan Brewing Company – and 
they’re growing rapidly. Founded by husband and wife team Jeff 

and Leah Huss, this proudly local and independent brewery officially 
opened in August 2013 in Tempe, and joined the Finley Distributing 
family in 2014. In addition to flagship beers Scottsdale Blonde, Koffee 
Kolsch and Magic in the Ivy, Huss continues to turn out quality brews 
like the new Copper State IPA and The Husstler series. And, in case you 
didn’t already know, Huss also brews Papago Orange Blossom, one of 
the top selling beers in all of Arizona.

Here’s your chance to learn a little bit more about Huss 
Brewing Co.:

1.  Before graduating from The World Brewing Academy (an alliance 
between Siebel Institute in Chicago and Doemens Academy in 
Munich), Jeff earned a degree from Purdue University and spent a 
very short time selling insurance. Leah graduated from the Scottsdale 
Culinary Institute and did her externship as the Executive Chef on a 
private charter yacht in Alaska.

2.  Jeff & Leah Huss grew up 45 minutes from each other in central 
Illinois, but didn’t meet until Jeff applied for a job at Papago Brewing 
Co. in Scottsdale, Arizona. Leah was the Managing Partner at Papago 
at the time. Unfortunately, she didn’t hire him. 

3.  Strong Beer Festival, held annually in Phoenix, has marked more than 
one milestone in Jeff and Leah’s partnership. Though not where they 
first met, it was a prequel for their first date. Years later, it was also 
the first time Jeff and Leah seriously talked about opening their own 
brewery.

4.  With their own brewery Jeff and Leah had a goal to brew beers that 
they themselves want to drink. Beers for regular, everyday drinkers. 
Beers for “every Arizonan”. 

5.  Before even opening the brewery Jeff and Leah knew they were going 
to brew Scottsdale Blonde. As Leah tells it, “this beer was brewed for 
me”. An extremely drinkable beer with a lower alcohol content and a 
sweeter finish than most Kölsch, this beer is meant to be sipped all 
day long – perfect for Arizona day drinking.

6.  Since opening, Huss has expanded their canning line, opened a 
second taproom in uptown Phoenix, and tripled the size of their 
original brewery and taproom. Oh, and they’ve also managed to 
squeeze in raising a daughter, Lola, now 7.

7.  Magic in the Ivy is, and always has been, Jeff’s favorite Huss brew 
and is the only beer that he officially named. His love for the Chicago 
Cubs and Pearl Jam led him to steal the name from a line in Eddie 
Vedder’s song about the Cubs, “(Someday We’ll Go) All the Way”: 
There’s magic in the ivy and the old scoreboard. The same one I 
stared at as a kid keeping score. In a world full of greed I could never 
want more. Someday we’ll go all the way. Yeah, someday we’ll go all 
the way.” 

8.  Even though it bears the Papago name, Orange Blossom was never 
brewed at Papago Brewing (it was always outsourced). When Huss 

Brewing opened in 2013 they were 
awarded the contract to brew this beer. 
Huss was the first brewery to can Orange 
Blossom and took sole possession in 
2015, giving it a permanent home with 
the Huss family.

9.  The newest flagship beer, Copper 
State IPA, went through a year of 
crowdsourcing before committing to 
the final recipe. At least four different 
versions were brewed, tested with 
consumers and tweaked before it was 
released in late 2017.

10.  Above all else, Huss Brewing is about 
community and family first. From their 
employees to the relationships they’ve 
forged within the neighborhoods they 
operate, there is always a focus on 
community spaces where people can 
gather together. 



Menlo Park Liquors

MENLO PARK LIQUORS, LOCATED IN ONE OF TUCSON’S OLDEST 
neighborhoods, has serviced the local community for over 50 
years. This quintessential family business was passed down from 

father to son four years ago. Today, one of Tucson’s few remaining drive-
through liquor stores is helmed by owner Gabe Garcia. Heady Times 
sits down with Garcia to discuss what makes Menlo Park Liquors such a 
neighborhood staple.

Heady Times (HT): Tell me about the history of Menlo Park Liquors.

Gabe Garcia (GG): I’ve been the owner here for four years. This was 
my dad’s store. I took over after he retired almost four years ago. Last 
year was our 50th year, so this store has been a part of my family since 
before I was even born. He was working at Trader Joe’s in California and 
he liked the liquor side of the business. So when he moved to Tucson, 
he actually opened up four liquor stores. He sold three of them. This was 
his first liquor store, so it was kind of his baby. He couldn’t bring himself 
to sell this one.

HT: What are you able to offer beer drinkers that they can’t find 
anywhere else?

GG: This neighborhood is the oldest neighborhood in Tucson. I grew up 
with a lot of my customers, so there’s a history there. They can come 
up to me and ask me to bring in a specific beer in for them, which I’m 
happy to do. They’re my regulars. Not only am I able to carry the stuff I 
know is going to sell, but I’m also able to go outside the box and pick up 
things people are asking for.

HT: There are a lot of liquor stores in the area. What makes Menlo 
Park Liquors stand out?

GG: I know people by their first names, I know their story. If I see a 
kid, I know in ten years when he turns 21 he’ll come here to buy his 
beer. I know his father, I know his grandfather. I know everyone. It’s 
cool knowing that the kids who come in to buy chips and soda are the 
same ones that will come back to buy their first beer. I get to see them 
grow up. 

HT: How do you decide what beers to keep in stock here?

GG: Since we’re exclusively a drive-through, people can’t walk in and 
browse. So I have to rely on feedback from the customers to decide 
what to bring in. If I hear a couple of people asking for the same beer, 
I’ll bring it in. I just look at what sells. I keep a base of the bigger name 
brands and then add in customer requests. Plus the Finley reps are 
pretty good about letting me know about case deals. 

HT: What advice would you give to someone just starting out in 
the business?

GG: Customer service. I always tell my employees that making mistakes 
is less important than treating the customer right. We’ve had the same 
customers here for 50 years and if you treat one of them poorly, you 
can ruin this years-long relationship in one transaction. If you’re going 
to have a successful business, customer service needs to be your 
main priority. That and keeping your beers stocked. Part of having good 
customer service is having product in stock. You can’t make a customer 
happy if you don’t have what he wants. That’s why I’m flexible with 
bringing in new products.

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT

HT: What do you enjoy most about 
running Menlo Park Liquors?

GG: Just that my dad started it. It was 
his passion and I can continue what he 
started. I was raised at the house across 
the street. When I was growing up, I could 
just walk over and see my dad work. I saw 
what he was doing and I was just drawn 
to it. I grew up at the store and now it 
motivates me to get up in the morning. It’s 
something that I’m passionate about and 
I’m happy to keep the tradition going. It’s 
cool because it’s something I take pride 
in. There are a lot of people out there that 
don’t like their jobs, and I feel so lucky to 
be doing something I enjoy. 

Menlo Park Liquors is located at 1000 
West Congress Street in Tucson. They 
are open 10am-10pm Sunday through 
Thursday, and 10am-12midnight Friday 
and Saturday. 
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Gabe Garcia mans the drive-through window
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Topgolf

TUCSON’S NEWEST ENTERTAINMENT VENUE, TOPGOLF, IS TAKING 
the city by storm. Equal parts driving range, restaurant, and bar, 
Tucsonans are welcoming Topgolf with open arms. With 41 venues 

that entertain 13 million guests annually, Topgolf seems to have found 
the key to success. Heady Times sits down with Marketing Manager 
Quinn Hackett to find out what makes this nearly two-decade-old 
business so popular. 

Heady Times (HT): Why set up shop in Tucson?

Quinn Hackett (QH): We have an amazing analytics department that 
was able to see that a lot of Tucsonans were making the drive up to 
Scottsdale and Gilbert to play. Knowing that there’s not as much of an 
entertainment aspect down here, it just kind of made sense to bring 
Topgolf to Tucson, especially with the college here. We picked Marana 
in particular because it’s an area that is still growing. We noticed that 
southern Tucson and east Tucson are already established, but Marana 
is still growing as a town. We chose an area where we could develop 
alongside the community. 

HT: Is the Tucson Topgolf location different at all from your other 
venues?

QH: This is actually the first venue of its kind. Most of our venues have 102 
bays and this is the first 72-bay venue. We are the first venue with only 
three red targets instead of four. Instead of the standard 215 yards out, we 
are 205 yards. The way that our bar is set up is completely different. We’re 
built for more speed and efficiency here. The Scottsdale and Gilbert venues 
are bigger, but the way we’re built here is to get more guests through our 
venue and for them to have a great time in a quicker fashion.

HT: What kind of atmosphere do you aim to create for your 
customers?

QH: We have a lot of different people that we reach out to and target. 
On the weekend evenings, we are more of a party atmosphere where 
we get the younger crowds coming in to grab craft beer and specialty 
cocktails with their friends. At the same time, on weekend days we do 
see a lot more families coming through our venue, which is great. We 
have a lot of kids initiatives such as our kids’ spring, summer, and winter 
academy. Families are coming out with their children, bringing their 
clubs, and having a great time. Then on the weekdays, it’s back to our 
social atmosphere with league plays. There’s something to suit any sort 
of age range or situation.

HT: How do you decide what beers to carry?

QH: We make our selections based on several factors. First and 
foremost, we consider our guests’ tastes and demands for beers they 
love. To help us understand which beers those are, we talk with our 
guests and associates frequently. Getting feedback from them is the 
most important thing for us. We also rely on many beer partners, industry 
data, trend analysis, and our beverage marketing agency to help collect 
as much information as possible to make this decision.

HT: What sets Topgolf apart from other businesses in Tucson?

QH: We have a lot to offer everyone. We want our customers to be able 
to golf if they would like to golf, and if not, we offer over 300 TVs in our 

On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT

venues plus free pool, shuffleboard, and 
yard games. We even incorporate local 
breweries and distilleries onto our menu. 
We have a lot of cyclists that actually just 
bike the path and then come through and 
have breakfast on our terrace. We don’t 
cater to just one group or demographic. 
There’s something for everyone here. 

Topgolf Tucson is located at 4050 West 
Costco Drive in Tucson. They are open 
9am-12midnight Sunday through Thursday, 
and 9am-2am Friday and Saturday.
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NewPRODUCTS

Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling 
Seltzer Variety Pack 
This variety of spiked, 
sparkling seltzers, 
infused with natural 
fruit essence, purified 
water and no added 
sugar nor sweeteners 
includes: Smirnoff 
Spiked Sparkling Berry 
Lemonade, Watermelon, Cranberry-
Lime and Raspberry Rosé. Availability: Year-round, 
beginning in May

Smirnoff Ice Mango Refresh
This spring, Smirnoff Ice 
Mango will be available in 
updated packaging and the 
liquid will be an orange-peach 
color (it was previously clear). 
Not to worry, the carbonated, 
sweet, juicy mango flavor 

will remain the same. 
ABV: 4.5% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in May

Blue Moon  
Mango Wheat Draft
Blue Moon Mango Wheat is now 
available on draft! Blue Moon Mango 
Wheat is crafted with ripe, fresh 
mangoes and a hint of honey for a 
mild sweetness, delivering a refreshing 
taste that’s perfect for sipping in the 
sunshine. Look out for this award winning brew on draft 
as well as in bottles and in the Blue Moon Share Pack! 
ABV: 5.4% Availability: Now, year-round

Blue Moon Belgian White 
24 oz. Cans
Beginning this summer, Blue Moon 
fans will be able to enjoy even more of 
the bright and refreshing taste of Blue 
Moon’s popular Belgian-style wheat ale, 
now available in 24 oz. cans. ABV: 5.4% 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in April

Pabst American Pale Ale (APA)
Pabst brewed this beer for those who refuse 
to be ranked and filed; those who are 
inventing their own American Dream with 
grit, optimism, and ingenuity. Made with 
All-American Chinook, Liberty and Cascade 
hops for a refreshing, bright citrus flavor. 
Straightforward and unpretentious, Pabst 
American Pale Ale is beer for the rest of 
us. ABV: 5.0% Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: Now, year-round

Strongbow Rosé 
Strongbow Rosé is a 
semi-dry apple and pear 
cider blend with a touch 
of red-fleshed apple for 

a light, fruity flavor; 
reminiscent of a 
rosé wine but with 
a more refreshing taste and 50% less sugar than 
the leading hard cider. Strongbow Rosé can also 
be found in the new Strongbow mini can lineup. 
These fun-sized cans provide a perfect taste 
of each flavor. ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles 
and Cans (also available in the Strongbow 
Variety Pack) Availability: Year-round, beginning 
in March

Mike’s HARDER  
Strawberry Lemonade

Mike’s HARDER Strawberry Lemonade 
is a refreshing take on the classic 
strawberry lemonade. The aroma is of 
ripe, juicy strawberries, while the taste 
is unmistakably crisp, freshly-picked 
strawberries. There is just the right level 
of sweetness combined with the tartness 
from the lemonade that makes it extremely 
refreshing. ABV: 8.0% Package: Cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in April

Mike’s HARDER  
Blood Orange 

Mike’s HARDER Blood Orange is bold and 
refreshing with a strong, tart, orange aroma 
backed up by a rounded orange taste. The 
finish is clean and refreshing with a good 
balance of alcohol and flavor. It’s bloody 
awesome. ABV: 8.0% Package: Cans only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in April
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NewPRODUCTS
Cigar City Jai Alai IPA
An intense bouquet of tangerine and 
candied orange peel entices the nose 
while flavors of clementine, Valencia 
orange and subtle caramel provide 
counterpoint to an assertive bitterness 
and rich malt character. Bold hop 
flavor and aroma from six different 

hop varietals is front and center in this flavorful 
American IPA. ABV: 7.5% Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: Now, year-round

Cigar City  
Maduro Brown Ale
Maduro is a Northern English-style Brown 
Ale with some American affectations. 
Maduro is higher in alcohol than the 
common English Brown Ale and features 
flaked oats in the malt bill which imparts 
a silky body and works to mesh the 

roasted, toasted and chocolate components together 
in Maduro’s complex malt profile. The end result is a 
remarkably full-flavored yet approachable Brown Ale 
that pairs well with mild to medium cigars. ABV: 5.5% 
Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: Now, 
year-round

Cigar City Guayabera
Traditional throughout Latin America, 
the guayabera shirt combines style, 
functionality, form and tradition in its four-
pocketed design. At Cigar City they feel 
the same reverence and appreciation for 
the guayabera that they do for the Citra 
hop varietal, an ingredient that imparts 

notes of tangerine, lime and berries to this traditional 
American Pale Ale. The exclusive use of Citra hops in 
this beer creates a flavor that’s at once unique and 
recognizable, while its dry, crisp character and moderate 
alcohol make it as refreshing and functional as a crisp 
linen guayabera. ABV: 5.5% Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: Now, year-round

SanTan Mr. Pineapple 
Now in 24 Oz. Cans
A stylish wheat ale with a tropical personality, infused 
with fresh pineapple juice from Fair Trade 
Costa Rican Farms, takes traditional 
wheat beer and adds some seriously 
cool character. Winner of several awards 
including a Silver Medal at World Beer 
Cup 2016, a Silver Medal at the Great 
American Beer Festival, and a Silver 
Medal at AmeriCAN Canned 
Craft Beer Festival. ABV: 5.0% 
Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: Now, year-round

Lagunitas Sumpin’ Easy 
Now in 19.2 Oz. Cans
A PROMISE BUILT RIGHT INTO THE NAME. 
Dip beneath the flotsam of categories. Past 
nouns. Beyond exclamations! Down to the 
autological: words possessing the very property 
they express. Short is short. Sesquipedalian is 
long. Sumpin’ has that thing on the tip of the 
tongue, and Easy just rolls off as easy as Sunday 
morning. Sumpin’ Easy is everything Lagunitas 
has learned about making hop-forward beer expressed 
in a moderate voice. Pale, cold, slightly alcoholic, 
and bitter. ABV: 5.7% Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: Now, year-round

Moosehead Pale Ale
Moosehead Pale Ale was the first beer to 
be branded Moosehead. “Moose Red”, 
as it was referred to in the Maritimes, has 
a recipe dating back to 1931 and has a 
loyal following. A true top-fermented ale, 
Moosehead Pale Ale is medium-bodied and 
fermented at warmer temperatures to impart 
its floral aromas. ABV: 5.0% Package: Cans 
only Availability: Now, year-round

New Belgium Mural
In Collaboration with Mexico City’s 
Cerveceria Primus, this agua fresca ale 
features hibiscus, agave, watermelon 
and lime for a fresh vibrant sip inspired 
by the Mexican agua fresca tradition 
of fruit-infused beverages. ABV: 4.2% 
Packages: Bottles and Draft 
Availability: Now, year-round

New Belgium Hemperor HPA
The Hemperor HPA is a new 
kind of hoppy beer blending 
hemp with hops for complete 
sensory domination. New 
Belgium has developed a 
unique recipe encompassing 
experimental hops, hemp, and 
hemp flavors that recreate 
hemp terpene flavors. ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles 
and Draft Availability: Year-round, beginning with draft 
in April, bottles in May
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When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are 
available in limited or extremely limited quantities. 
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty 
beers and Finley does all they can to get as much product 
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled 
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to 
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in 
production for some of these limited release offerings will 
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.

Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your 
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be 
able to offer similar suggestions.

Samuel Adams Summer Ale
Golden, hazy and thirst-quenching, this American 
wheat ale is synonymous with summer. Lemon peel 
adds a bright citrus note that’s complemented 
by spicy, citrusy Hallertau Mittelfrueh and Saaz 
Noble hops. Grains of Paradise accent the 
crisp wheat character with a peppery spice 
that finishes clean. Iconic as it is refreshing, 
Summer Ale is just right for any summer day. 
ABV: 5.3% Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft 
Availability: April

Samuel Adams  
American Summer Variety Pack

The 2018 American 
Summer 2/12 Variety Pack 
offers a unique lineup of 
new and anticipated beers 
that are approachable 
and recognizable – styles 
that satisfy a range of 
palates including: Pale Ale, 
Raspberry Lemon Gose, 

Golden Ale, Hefeweizen, Summer Ale and Boston 
Lager. Availability: April

ZIMA
Zima will be back for the summer! It was a hit 
with Gen Xers and Millennials when it made 
its comeback in summer 2017. ZIMA’s clear 
citrus taste is returning in 2018 to excite 
even more nostalgia-crazed consumers. 
But fans will have to grab Zima while 
they can. It will only be back for a limited 
time. ABV: 5.0% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: May

Limited Edition Mike’s Hard 
Lemonade Packaging 
Mike’s Hard Lemonade will 
support its upcoming marketing 
campaign with limited edition 
packaging available now through 
June. The packaging will exhibit 
why sad people don’t drink 
Mike’s. A 10-week national 
television campaign, supported by social 
media and local happy hour takeovers, 
welcomes consumers to drink on the 
bright side with Mike’s Hard Lemonade. 
Availability: Now!

Mike’s Hard  
Watermelon Lemonade
Hold on for an intensely refreshing blend of ripe, 
juicy watermelon and tart lemonade. The liquid is 
dark pink in color and the aroma is of classic, 
freshly cut ripe watermelons. Unlike the overly 
sweet, candy-like profile of other watermelon 
beverages, Mike’s Hard Watermelon Lemonade 
delivers an authentic, mouthwatering watermelon 
taste, before finishing clean, with no lingering 
sweetness. ABV: 5.0% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Now!

Mike’s HARDER Deadpool Cans 
From March through 
June, to coincide with the 
premier of Deadpool 2 
on May 18th, all Mike’s 
HARDER SKUs will feature 
limited edition Deadpool 
2 graphics. Both the 
Deadpool and HARDER franchises are tremendous 
successes. The first Deadpool movie grossed over $260 
million at the box office globally, while the HARDER 
brand continues to maintain its 
position as the #1 single serve 
FMB brand nationally. Be sure 
to stock up on HARDER limited 
edition Deadpool 2 cans while 
you can! Availability: Now!

Mike’s HARDER Purple Grape 
Mike’s HARDER Purple Grape combines the 
color of a classic grape soda with a natural 
grape aroma. It has a fruity, easy drinking taste 
of real grapes and finishes smooth, with a nice 
balance of sweetness and tartness. ABV: 8.0% 
Package: Cans only Availability: April
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Lagunitas Born Again Yesterday
AN UNFILTERED BORN AGAIN PALE ALE FOR ALL 
THE WET HOP LOVERS! The Lagunitas brewers 
are part time alchemists... they’ve figured 
out how to keep wet hops wet all freakin’ 
year long! Born Again Yesterday Pale Ale 
features a delicious concoction of wet hops, 
reborn and unfiltered into Born Yesterday 
Pale Ale. Congrats... It’s a beer again! 
ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft 
Availability: May

New Belgium Tartastic 
Strawberry Lemon Ale
Brewed with real strawberry and 
lemon purees for an invigorating sip 
that finishes with a playful tart snap. 
ABV: 4.2% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: April

New Belgium  
Bicycle Kick
New Belgium assembled a team 
of international brewers to craft 
this drinkable Kölsch with a kick of 
chamomile lemongrass. ABV: 5.1% 
Package: Cans only Availability: May

Lagunitas CitruSinensis
Lagunitas took some fresh Sanguinello 
Blood Oranges, juiced ’em, concentrated 
that juice (without heat) and threw it into 
a wheatier version of New DogTown Pale 
Ale. The end result? A refreshingly hopped 
pale-ish ale with a huge citrus burst! 
ABV: 7.7% Packages: Bottles and Draft 
Availability: April

Lagunitas Lucky 13
AN ULTRA-MEGA-MONDO RED ALE. Lagunitas 
has worked hard to walk in the footsteps of 

hero brewers. Now they have found their own 
voice as brewers, but their admiration for the 
Great Ones has not dimmed one bit. Thanks 
for your trust over the years and they hope 

you enjoy this specially brewed 
Hi-Gravity Auburn offering. 
Beer Speaks, People Mumble! 
ABV: 8.8% Packages: Bottles 
and Draft Availability: Bottles 

now, Draft in April

Dragoon Ojo Blanco
A traditional Belgian-
style wit bier, Dragoon’s 
version is light bodied, 
finishes dry, and features 
a spicy clove-banana flavor 
and aroma profile. It is 
brewed with a touch of 
spice (coriander, lime and 
cumin) for complexity and 
is unfiltered, which leaves it 
beautifully hazy. ABV: 5.6% 
Package: Draft only 
Availability: June

Guinness Irish Wheat 
Guinness Irish Wheat is brewed 
with Guinness ale yeast and 100% 

Irish wheat. This is a clean, 
crisp, refreshing beer with notes 
of zesty citrus, subtle clove 
and banana. Rich and vibrant 
gold colors burst through this 
cloudy, unfiltered beer with 

subtle clove & spiciness and Irish 
wheat. Guinness’s 125-year-old, top 

fermenting yeast shows off its versatility, presenting 
distinctive hefeweizen characteristics. This beer is 
perfectly balanced and uniquely Guinness. ABV: 5.3% 
Package: Bottles only Availability: April

Smirnoff Ice Red, White & Berry 
This flavored malt beverage has 
an amazingly cooling taste of blue 
raspberry, cherry and citrus flavors, 
all combined for a blast of fun. 
ABV: 4.5% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: April

Smirnoff Ice  
Seasonal Variety Pack

The Smirnoff Ice spring/summer 
12 pack variety incudes 
four refreshing flavors: 
Margarita, Strawberry, 
Pineapple and 
Watermelon Mimosa. 
Availability: April
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Left Hand  
Saison aux Baies Améres
Les Quatres Saisons, Left Hand’s quarterly 
saison series, is brewed with native Colorado 
ingredients, each season featuring a unique 
addition. Saison aux Baies Améres is the 
second in the series and features a mild 
tartness with bitter Colorado chokecherries. 
ABV: 6.8% Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: May

Left Hand  
Peach Beerllini Radler

Light, bubbly and refreshing, this ale 
is an effervescent concoction of 

pale malts and peach nectar. 
ABV: 4.1% Packages: Cans 
and Draft Availability: May

Alaskan Kölsch
Alaskan Kölsch balances a 
softly malted palate with the 
clean freshness of hops. In 
the tradition of the style, 
neither overpowers the other. 
Both hops and malt come 
together to refresh and renew 
the palate. The straw-gold 
color and easy drinkability 

are an enjoyable way to celebrate summer. ABV: 5.0% 
Package: Bottles only Availability: April

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Ballast Point Tart Peach Kölsch
A brew that’s ripe with flavor, Tart Peach 
Kölsch is a fresh take on one of Ballast 
Point’s very first beers. The juicy aroma 
and flavor of ripe peach complements 
the subtle fruitiness from the Kölsch 
yeast in this bright, refreshing ale. Add 
a tickle of tartness to round out the 
senses, and you get a new brew that’s 
interestingly delightful. ABV: 5.2% 
Packages: Cans and Draft Availability: Now!

Ballast Point 
Moscow Mule Ale

This cocktail-inspired brew is a 
tart and refreshing beer version 
of the classic cocktail. Loaded 
with lime zest and ginger over 
a kettle-soured base beer, 
Moscow Mule Ale tantalizes 
your taste buds with tangy and 

effervescent flavors, finishing with a slight hint of spice 
from the ginger. It’s the perfect way to enjoy a Moscow 
Mule without the shaker or copper mug. ABV: 10.0% 
Packages: Bottles and Draft Availability: April

Dogfish Head  
Dragons & Yum Yums
AN EXPLOSION OF FRUIT IN EVERY SIP! This 
intensely tropical yet subtly bitter pale ale is 
brewed with a combination of dragonfruit, 
yumberry, passionfruit, pear juice and black 
carrot juice. ABV: 6.5% Package: Bottles 
only Availability: May

Dogfish Head  
Festina Pêche
Tart and refreshing, this neo-Berliner Weisse is 
the perfect summer companion. Lactic acid is 
added to the wort to deliver the green apple-
like tartness that Berliner Weisses are known 
for. Then fresh peaches are added to the 
whirlpool to balance the sourness, making for a 
refreshing summer session sour. ABV: 4.55% 
Packages: Bottles and Draft Availability: May

Dogfish Head  
120 Minute IPA
Clocking in at 15-20% ABV, 120 Minute IPA is 
continuously hopped with a copious amount 
of high-alpha American hops throughout 
the boil and whirlpool, and then dry-hopped 
with another pallet of hops. Unfiltered and 
abundantly hoppy, it’s the Holy Grail for 
hopheads! ABV: 15-20% Packages: Bottles 
and Draft Availability: April

Big Sky Space Goat Pale Ale
Crystal and Galaxy hops are combined to produce a thirst-quenching beer with 
citrus undertones. ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft Availability: Now!
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Bell’s Pooltime Ale
Pooltime Ale is a refreshing Belgian-inspired Wheat Ale 
with light clove notes. The truly distinguishing feature is 
the use of 100% Montmorency tart cherries grown in 
the Traverse City region of Michigan. These cherries add 

a subtle tartness and bright counterpoint 
to the other flavors, enhancing 

Pooltime’s fruity character 
and making it the perfect 
beer for all summer 
activities. ABV: 5.2% 
Packages: Bottles and 
Draft Availability: May 

Anderson Valley Framboise Rose Gose
By adding rose hips to the boil and fresh raspberry puree at the end of fermentation, this kettle-
soured beer is a mélange of flavors and aromas. With a light ruby hue, subtle raspberry fruit notes 
greet the nose and fall soft on the palate; tangy, hibiscus-like flavors mingle with the salty tartness of 
gose to create a uniquely complex and refreshing drinking experience. ABV: 4.2% Package: Cans only 
Availability: Now!

Shiner  
Strawberry Blonde
Taste the sweet side of Shiner with 
Strawberry Blonde. This beaut of a 
brew is made with juicy homegrown 
strawberries from Poteet, TX, along 
with pale and wheat malts for an 
easy-to-drink, crisp finish. But it’s 
only around for summer – get some 
before the harvest is over. ABV: 4.3% 

Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Now!

Shiner Sea Salt & Lime
For the months when the sun is scorching 
everything in sight, Shiner’s got you covered 

with a clear and bright, medium-bodied 
lager, with just a hint of lime and sea 
salt. It’s as crisp and refreshing as a 
cannonball into the pool on a triple-digit day. 

ABV: 4.0% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: June

Borderlands Hazy IPA Series
Borderlands Brewing is working on a series of Hazy 
IPAs to come out starting in May, with all proceeds 
benefiting Tucson Audubon Society. Be on the look-out 
for these brand new brews coming soon! ABV: TBD 
Package: Draft only Availability: May

Green Flash Tropical DNA
Tropical DNA is Green Flash’s lush new 

seasonal brew, brimming with flavors of ripe 
citrus and tropical fruit that intertwine in 
each succulent sip. The palate is treated 
to a soft, delicate mouth feel with low 
bitterness despite the massive amounts 
of hops used in this brew. The DNA 
sequencing of this unique yeast strain 

offers complex fruitiness and a mild tart 
and tangy finish. Tropical DNA finishes light 

and dry on the palate, transporting your taste 
buds to paradise, sip after sip. ABV: 7.0% 
Package: Draft only Availability: April

Oskar Blues Fugli
Yuzu and Ugli fruit infusions twisted 
together with the blueberry, tangerine 
notes of Mosaic make for a tangy, 
juicy, zesty array of aroma and flavor. 
Salivation will instantly ensue with one 
sniff of this crushable brew that was 
inspired by a Yuzu brew Oskar Blues 
made with some brewing friends in 
Japan. ABV: 5.8% Package: Cans only 
Availability: May



Modelo Especial
Brewed as a model of what 
good beer should be, this rich, 
full-flavored Pilsner-style Lager 
delivers a crisp, refreshing taste. 
ABV: 4.4% Packages: Bottles, 
Cans and Draft 

Modelo Negra
Brewed longer to enhance the flavors, this 
Munich Dunkel-style Lager gives way to a rich flavor and 
remarkably smooth taste. ABV: 5.4% Packages: Bottles 
and Draft

Modelo Cheladas
Rooted in tradition, a classic collision of tomato, salt, 
and lime bring Modelo Chelada Especial to life. And, 
for a refreshing kick, a blend of tamarind and chipotle 
peppers make Modelo Chelada Tamarindo Picante the 
perfect balance of spicy and sweet. ABV: 3.3%-3.5% 
Package: Cans Only

Corona Extra
Corona is an even-keeled 
cerveza with fruity-honey 
aromas and a touch of malt. 
The flavor is crisp, clean 
and well balanced between 
hops and malt. ABV: 3.6% 
Packages: Bottles and Cans

Corona Light
Corona Light is a pilsner-style lager brewed for 
outstanding light flavor with a crisp, clean finish. Its 
pleasant, fruity-honey aroma and distinctive hop flavor 
make it a favorite of those seeking a light beer that’s full 
of flavor. ABV: 4.1% Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft

Corona Premier
Corona Premier offers a refined, crisp taste and even-
bodied feel. And with only 2.6g of carbs and 90 
calories, Corona Premier is the premium low-carb, light 
beer experience you’ve been waiting for. ABV: 4.0% 
Packages: Bottles and Cans

Corona Familiar
Corona Familiar embraces the bright, crisp taste Corona 
is known for with a slightly fuller flavor and higher ABV. 
ABV: 4.8% Package: Bottles Only 

Dos Equis Lager Especial
This golden pilsner-style beer is made from pure spring 
water and the choicest hops, boasting a balanced 
composition and a smooth, clean finish. ABV: 4.2% 
Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft

Dos Equis Ambar
A classic Vienna-style lager with a 
full body and a smooth finish, the 
signature amber color and subtle 
hints of roasted malts make Dos 
Equis Ambar distinctly flavorful. 
ABV: 4.7% Packages: Bottles 
and Draft

Tecate
A well balanced bright golden 
lager beer with a malt crisp 
flavor, low to medium bitterness 
that finishes clean. ABV: 4.5% 
Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft

Tecate Light
For those who prefer a light beer, with clear golden 
color, defined malt character and smooth bitterness, 
Tecate Light’s fermenting process and the hops used 
impart a light citrus flavor and aroma. ABV: 3.9% 
Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft

Tecate Michelada Diablo
A savory Tecate mix that follows the authentic recipe 
with tomato juice, salt, lime and other flavors, and a 
little extra spice flavors for those who like it picante. 
ABV: 4.5% Packages: Cans Only

Pacifico
A rich golden lager born in Mazatlán, Pacifico 
is a hearty, crisp, clean, refreshing lager, 
perfect for the warmer months! ABV: 4.3% 
Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft 

Sol
The authentic Mexican beer since 1899. 
A light, festive and refreshing golden-
colored Pilsner-style beer, Sol offers 
a fresh malty, fruity-lemony flavor and 
soft, quenching dry finish. ABV: 4.5% 
Packages: Bottles and Cans 

Available Year-Round PERFECT FOR THE SEASON
Finley Distributing wants you to get in the spirit of Cinco de Mayo. Our portfolio of Mexican beers is 
unmatched – and perfect for the season!
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Seek Summer Refreshment 
With Coors Light
From May through August, the world’s most 
refreshing beer is partnering with one of the 
world’s most coveted coolers to help consumers 
keep their beer cold all summer long. When 
drinkers choose Coors Light, they’ll be rewarded 
with points, redeemable for YETI exclusives. 
On-premise raffles will give bar guests the chance 
to score a YETI Cooler or other prizes and swag. 

REDD’S Colorful Combinations
REDD’S combines beer and fruit in order to bring 
different together, giving its drinkers the perfect 
combination for a refreshingly crisp beer. Starting 
this spring, REDD’S is bringing consumers even more 
colorful combinations with a BuzzFeed Tasty partnership. 
Appetizing recipe videos show how easy it is to bring 
interesting food pairings together with REDD’S. It all 
comes to life at retail through POS and in-store displays 
featuring recipe cards. 

Hamm’s Offbeat Holidays
“The Beer … Refreshing” is encouraging its drinkers to 
celebrate all the underappreciated, offbeat holidays throughout 
the year with a Hamm’s in hand. You know, like Tax Day – a 
holiday that doesn’t always get the observance it so oddly 
deserves. As for on-premise, bars can activate drink specials 
around their favorite offbeat holidays. 
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Meet Me Downtown
Finley Distributing is proud to be a part of the 12th Annual TMC Meet Me Downtown 
Weekend. Known as MMD (#meetmedowntown5k), the race has become a city-
wide block party, featuring a beer garden and food trucks, a beneficiary and vendor 
expo, rock n’ roll bands, and an awesome after-party at iconic Hotel Congress. 
Look for Finley Distributing brands on site at the Beer Garden Saturday, June 2nd in 
downtown Tucson.

This ’Stone Is  
Your ’Stone
Keystone Light is celebrating 
summer with an in-store 
presence so Americana 
even Lady Liberty is raising a 
’Stone. Bold red, white and 
blue packaging and an epic 
flyover display are sure to blow 
consumers away when they’re 
stocking up on ’Stones for their 
summer parties. 

REDD’S  
Light & Blue 
Independence Day 
Independence Day is an exciting 
time for friends, family and 
neighbors to join together 
to celebrate our country’s 
freedoms. So this summer, 
Blue Moon, Coors Light and 
REDD’S are uniting to honor 
America’s melting pot of flavors 
through patriotic POS featuring 
all three brands. Together they 
create an eye-catching, one-
stop destination for consumers’ 
beer needs. 
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Modelo Takes Its 
Fighting Spirit Into  
The Octagon
If you’ve tuned in to watch a 
UFC fight in 2018, you’ve seen 
plenty of exposure for Modelo. 
As of January 1, Modelo and its 
Fighting Spirit became the official 
beer of the UFC. This partnership 
enables the already red-hot 
Modelo brand to further tap into 
UFC’s strong fan base, which 
is about 80% the size of the 
NBA’s following. 

Simply put, Modelo and the UFC 
is a natural connection. UFC fans 
align perfectly with Modelo’s core 
drinkers – predominately young, 
male and Hispanic. In fact, 
research shows, Modelo drinkers 
are more interested in UFC than 
other beer drinkers. 

This partnership will be supported 
by a robust media plan, including 
a dedicated UFC TV spot, 
featuring a well-known UFC 
fighter, to run throughout the 
year across Modelo’s English and 
Spanish TV schedule. 

In addition, available now is 
a full suite of POS to help 
retailers capitalize on this 
great partnership. 

With 23 matches throughout the 
year, be sure to check out UFC 
fight nights in the on-premise! 

Corona To Raise The Bar Even Higher 
For Cinco in 2018 
In 2017, Corona posted a long and winding list of achievements 
during Cinco de Mayo. To name a few, the nation’s No. 1 import 
beer had the No. 1 TV share of voice for beer brands, it was the 
No. 1 most talked about beer on social media and Corona 12-pack 
bottles were the No. 1 selling beer package. 

In 2018, the fiesta falls on a Saturday – and Corona is prepared to 
set the bar even higher. For starters, Corona Extra will be taking the 
Cinco celebration to Churchill Downs, as it was recently announced 
that Corona has signed on as the Official Import Beer of the 
Kentucky Derby – which occurs over the Cinco de Mayo weekend for 
the next two years. 

To help retailers win during the fiesta and capture the trade-up 
opportunities, “Corona de Mayo” will once again be supported by a 
360-degree activation program – from a new Cinco TV spot to new, 
high-impact suites of on and off-premise POS and more. 

Among the new POS materials this year are interactive Mariachi 
standees, reprogrammable aluminum digital countdown clocks, 
6-foot bottle piñata display enhancers and more to help Corona 
continue to dominate Cinco. 

The numbers speak for themselves; in the on-premise last year, 70% 
of total Mexican import dollar sales during Cinco de Mayo came 
from the Corona and Modelo brand families. In the off-premise, that 
percentage was even higher: 81%. 

Corona’s Cinco momentum shows no signs of stopping, either. The 
brand continues to post strong growth during Cinco de Mayo, up 
almost 2 full share points since 2014. 
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Pima County Fair
Finley Distributing is proud to be a part of the 
2018 Pima County Fair, April 19-29 at the 
Pima County Fairgrounds. Whether you head 
out for the food, rides, or maybe to catch 
Ludacris or REO Speedwagon, look for some of 
your favorite Finley products. You’ll find Coors 
Light, Miller Lite, Corona, Dos Equis, Mike’s 
Hard Lemonade and more.

Tecate Boxing 
2017 was a huge year for boxing. 
In 2018, more belts are at stake, a 
potential Canelo/GGG rematch is on the 
horizon and Tecate wants to make sure 
the excitement for the sport goes the 
distance for all of the New Year. 

That’s why they’re evolving their top 
contending boxing program, so fans 
continue to gather for every fight and 
decide who will run the ring, with a 
Tecate in hand. The bell has rung once 
again. The time has come to Claim 
Your Corner.

Heineken MLS
For Heineken, soccer isn’t just a game. 

It’s not just a sport you gather with friends to watch. It’s not just 
a reason to get wild in a pub, while you wear your club’s colors 

on your sleeve. 

Heineken knows soccer like the back of its hand and the top of its 
foot, and wants to make sure you know the only way the beautiful game should 
be watched, is with Heineken. 

In 2018, Heineken will dominate the soccer field with national visibility creative 
and regional focused POS. Each region will have flexibility to create custom POS 
per team with consumer engagements, media support and more!

So no matter who you support, no matter whose flag you fly, everyone should be 
able to agree that when it’s match day, the only way to do it is with Heineken.
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Get Up and Go  
with Truly  
Spiked & Sparkling
Truly Spiked & Sparkling wants 
drinkers to make the most of 
the 100 days of summer. At just 
100 calories, Truly is ready to 
Get Up & Go: to more midweek 
parties, more post-workout happy 
hours, more rooftop hangouts. 
This summer, a national content 
partnership with leading health 
and wellness publication, SHAPE 
Magazine will include custom 
editorial & social content, 
influencer partnerships and 
digital advertising. 

Three lucky text-to-win sweepstakes winners will have the 
opportunity to own and customize their own Happier Camper! The 
sweepstakes will be advertised on key POS, including pole toppers 
and case easels, as well as on social channels and at events. Like 
Sam Adams, Happier Camper was built from the ground up and 
uses the highest quality materials to craft a unique product. For 
more information, visit SamuelAdams.com/camper. 

Angry Orchard 
Sponsors the 
Kentucky Derby
Put on your Derby best and 
get ready for the most exciting 
two minutes in sports: The 
Kentucky Derby, sponsored 
by Angry Orchard Hard Cider. 
Angry Orchard is the proud, 
official hard cider of the 
2018 Kentucky Derby, one 
of America’s oldest sporting 
traditions. And with their new 
Rosé Cider, place your bets, 
because they’ve got a winner. 
Enjoy the 2018 races with the 
brand that’s leading the pack! 
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Twisted Tea  
Sponsors Dierks Bentley’s 
Mountain High Tour
Dierks Bentley’s Mountain High Tour, 
sponsored by Twisted Tea, the #1 selling 
hard iced tea, will be on the road from 
May through October 2018 with over 30 
headlining shows and opening acts LANCO 
and Brothers Osborne! The tour will land in 
Phoenix at the Ak-Chin Pavilion on Saturday, 
September 29, 2018. 360 degree summer 
activation is anchored by Twisted Tea’s 
sponsorship of the tour, Bentley’s new album 
and the CMT Music Awards. Twisted Tea is a 
flavorful, refreshing alternative to light beer 
and at 5% ABV, it’s perfect for any tailgate. 
To inspire the best tailgates, Twisted Tea has 
pulled together the dream team of Tailgate 
Pros – Ty Dillon, Casey Webb, Dierks Bentley 
and consumers. Throughout 2018, this roster 
will be sharing their tailgate pro tips: at race 
weekend, before a country show or even at a 
backyard BBQ. Rounding out the program is 
a Twisted Tailgate sweepstakes. Twisted fans 
will submit their own pro tips through a social 
media contest for the chance to win a visit 
from the Twisted RV! 

Twisted Tea 
Nascar
The Twisted Tea #13 car made 
its 2018 season debut on 
March 19th at the Auto Club 
Speedway in Fontana, CA.  
The Twisted Tea Tailgate RV 
was featured during the race, 
which was broadcast on FOX, 
with their tailgate pros (driver 
of the #13 car, Ty Dillon and 
partner/host of Man vs. Food, 
Casey Webb), showing how 
Twisted Tea is inspiring millions 
of tailgaters to become pros. 
An in-car camera feed will be 
placed inside the Twisted Tea 
#13 car, showing millions of 
viewers what it’s like to sit in 
the driver’s seat at Auto Club 
Speedway. Twisted Tea is also 
kicking off $9M of media in 
the first half of 2018. You may 
have even seen their new TV 
commercial premiere during 
this year’s Daytona 500! 
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Dogfish Head 
The Official Beer of 
Record Store Day
Music has been a part of Dogfish 
Head since before Dogfish Head. 
So it’s a natural fit for a brewery 
that makes ‘Analog Beer for the 
Digital Age’ to be the Official 
Beer of Record Store Day (April 
21st), a celebration of the unique 
culture of record stores and the 
special role they play in their 
communities. For their 4th year 
as the Official Beer of Record 
Store Day, DFH collaborated 
with The Flaming Lips to bring 
Dragons & Yum Yums to life!

Leading up to Record Store Day, 
consumers will find displays 
in the off-premise featuring 
custom POS designed by artist 
Marq Spusta, including a 
custom record player and free 
limited edition posters. In the 
on-premise, be on the lookout 
for a nationwide blitz of Record 
Store Day celebrations on and 
around 4/21 featuring giveaways 
and, of course, Dragons & 
Yum Yums!

Celebrate the Uniqueness of Firestone Walker Lager
Firestone Lager is a “unicorn.” It’s a beer that 
didn’t exist… until now. It combines the easy-
drinking attributes of domestic lager with the 
quality and pedigree of a proven craft brewery.

How does Firestone Walker tap into this beer’s 
massive potential? By embarking on a fresh, 
creative direction that, like the beer itself, breaks 
the mold. The uniqueness of Firestone Lager 
compels the brewery to explore new, creative 
ground without abandoning their roots in craft and 
Beer Before Glory. By developing Firestone Lager 
as a fun, cheeky character unto itself, they will 
develop a strong emotional connection with the 
consumer – including underserved demos such as 
females, younger drinkers and craft occasionals.

Firestone Walker will also offer a premium mail-in-
rebate offer for consumers to get a branded Klean Kanteen pint cup for $2.



Recently I read 
a Facebook post 
complaining about 
a certain Double 
IPA because it 
was not a “Hop 
Bomb.” The 
poster did not 

think it deserved to be called a 
Double IPA. I asked why that was 
and received no response. Apparently 
there is a common thought process 
that Double, or Imperial as they are 
sometimes called, must be over-the-
top with extreme flavor on one end 
of the taste spectrum or the other 
in order to be good representations 
of the style. Of course this notion 
is foolish, but it got me wondering 
how many of our transitioning beer 

drinkers are being led down the 
wrong path because of this belief.

The key word in brewing is, and 
always has been, balance. Balance 
between hops and malt; balance 
between bitter and sweet; balance 
between ABV and carbonation. To 
my way of thinking it is this balance 
that makes a beer memorable. Don’t 
get me wrong, every once in a while 
a big explosion of hops is warranted 
and enjoyed, but, as a rule, I look for 
balance. 

Balance doesn’t mean every beer 
tastes the same. The use of different 
ingredients in different proportions 
will ensure that doesn’t happen. Nor 
does it mean every style should have 
the same balance. For example, 
an IPA will have more perceived 
bitterness than a stout. It just means 
that there should be a nice mix 
between the flavors.

I make mention of perceived 
bitterness because there is a 

difference between actual and 
perceived bitterness. International 
Bittering Units (IBUs) are used to 
measure bitterness in a beer. The 
IBU number is derived by calculations 
based on the alpha acids in the hops 
used and that calculation gives a 
theoretical IBU number which is what 
most brewers report when they give 
the IBUs for their beer. However, the 
chemical processes in brewing will 
lower that theoretical IBU number, 
sometimes substantially, leaving a 
much lower actual IBU number in 
the finished product. But that is an 
entirely different article.

The idea of balance came about 
because the malted grains first used 
in brewing created a beer far too 
sweet to be enjoyable. Initially, herbs 

were used to provide a counterpoint 
to the sweetness. Ginger, mint, 
saffron, myrtle and a host of other 
herbs were used. Eventually, the use 
of hops was adopted and to this 
day, hops remain the primary 
method of providing balance to 
the sweetness of the malt.

I mentioned the difference 
between an IPA and a stout 
earlier, and the interesting 
thing is that many stouts 
will actually have more IBUs 
than an IPA, yet the IPA will 
inevitably taste hoppier. The 
reason is simple…there is 
so much sweet malt in the 
stout, that the extra hops only 
serve to balance the beer, 
the roasted malts provide any 
bitter flavor. An IPA, on the 
other hand, will use different 
malts which allow the hop 
flavor to come through, 
providing more perceived 

bitterness. The same is true of a 
well-balanced Double IPA. The extra 
malt used, which provides the higher 
alcohol content, is matched by the 
additional hops (providing higher 
IBU numbers), which in turn creates 
an overall more balanced beer…
sometimes with a sweetness not 
anticipated due to the inability of the 
brewing process to accommodate 
all the additional hop bitterness. 
Sometimes these beers will be dry 
hopped to provide extra hop aroma, 
tricking your taste buds into believing 
the beer is bitterer than it is.

I could go on, but the upshot of all 
this is to recognize that unbalanced 
beers, while sometimes enjoyable, 
are not necessarily the better 
made product; nor are they the 

best representation of a style. A 
well-constructed beer will have 
a better balance between flavors 
and will provide an overall better 
drinking experience.
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The BeerGUY
Beer Balance
By Chuck Knoll

“A well-constructed beer…will provide an overall  
better drinking experience.”



Celebrate The Sol Way
As the Cerveza Original de Mexico, Sol is making its 
mark all summer long, beginning with Cinco de Mayo 
and lasting well into the longest days of the year. 
To cultivate a summer celebration of authenticity, 
Sol is partnering with Mexican food and music 
influencers to develop original recipes, playlists, video 
and social content that highlight Mexico’s heritage. 
The celebration continues to the June 21st summer 
solstice – the longest day of the year – offering even 
more recipes and music to dial-up the flavor and 
summer celebrations. 

2104 S. Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85713

Celebrate Cinco  
With Dos Equis and Tecate
Cinco de Mayo is one holiday that you can’t celebrate 
halfway; you have to go all in. With portfolio POS, 
festive saleables, customized retail theater and 
sampling events in key markets, Dos Equis and Tecate 
are making sure that you have everything for your best 
Cinco yet. 


